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From March 2022, the University will undertake a pilot project that will see College-based panels review and 
make determinations on ‘negligible’ and ‘low-risk’ ethics applications and variation requests. The pilot 
involves two of our three Colleges – the College of Health, Medicine and Wellbeing and the College of 
Human and Social Futures. Refer to the Human Ethics section of the ReSearchHub for more details.  

  

https://uonstaff.sharepoint.com/sites/ReSearchHub/SitePages/Human-Research-Ethics.aspx
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Purpose of this guide 
The RIMS configurations introduced in March 2022 allow you to respond to feedback from the 
Human Research Ethics Committee (HREC) or College-based review panels quicker and more 
easily than before.  

Instead of drafting a response letter and creating a new ‘Response’ submission, you can now 
access your workflow assignment*, click on the link and prepare your response within the 
application eForm. This guide steps you through process of responding to reviewer feedback.  

 
* See the RIMS User Guide – Completing Workflow Assignments for more detail. 

 

Accessing the Comment panel 
The Human Ethics Team can post review feedback against any question or attachment within an 
application eForm. The Comment panel consolidates this feedback and presents it in a single 
place. It also allows you to respond to all the feedback from the one place.  

The Comment panel is accessible through the menu located at the top-right of your application 
eForm as shown in Figure 1.  To access it:  

1. Click on the Menu icon. 

2. When the menu expands, select the Add or Show Comments option.  This will prompt the 
Comment panel to display.  

 

 
Figure 1 
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Comment panel features 
When you open your Comment panel, it will display all current questions (and responses if any 
have been posted). To use this feature effectively, refer to Figure 2 and the supporting points 
below: 

 
Figure 2 

 
 

1. Comment Point heading: Feedback within the Comment panel is arranged within various 
headings (e.g., research design, potential risks, etc). These headings relate to either a question 
within the eForm or an application attachment (i.e., Participant Information Statement).  

2. Expand Comment Point: Click on the arrow directly to the left of any Comment Point to 
expand it. Doing this will display the actual question or feedback from the HREC or College-
based review panel. 

3. Expand/Collapse All Comment Points: Use these buttons to expand or collapse all Comment 
Points in a single click. 

4. Comment Point Feedback: Once expanded, the actual feedback for a respective point will be 
displayed. Note that there may be more than one question to address within a single comment 
point (as shown in Figure 2, item 4). Please ensure you review this content thoroughly. 

5. Reply: Select the Reply function below any feedback you have received to respond to that 
feedback.  
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Once the Comment panel is open, you can move it to any area of your screen so you can review 
application content and feedback in the same window.  To do this:  

1. Maximise the window so you can see the expanded eForm display, as shown in Figure 3.  

2. Open your Comment panel. 

3. Drag the Comment panel to the right of screen so it no longer obscures content within the 
eForm. When arranged this way, you can scroll down the screen to review information and 
have Comment panel open on the side of the page for easy access. 

  
Figure 3 

 
 

 

Responding to comments  
The feedback you receive from the HREC, your College-based review panel or the Human Ethics 
Team can be responded to within the Comment panel. Responding to this feedback is a crucial 
part of the application process.  

Once you have reviewed the feedback provided, respond in the Comment panel, amend any parts 
of your eForm that may need to be altered, and upload any new versions of existing attachments 
or new attachments within the Attachments tab. 

To post a response to any comment in the Comment panel, refer to Figure 4.   
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Figure 4 

 
 

Select the Reply link below any comment, enter your response within the Message field, and 
select Post to finalise.  

Any researcher listed on the application will have access to the Comment panel and can respond 
to the feedback provided.  

If you are responding to more than one point, make this clear in the Message field or enter one 
response per point you wish to address. 

Once a response has been posted, it will display as shown in Figure 5. 
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Figure 5 

 
 

If any feedback has not been responded to, a red exclamation mark will appear against that 
section, as shown in Figure 6.  

 
Figure 6 
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If any red exclamation marks remain, return to the Comment panel and complete the required 
responses. You can: 

1. edit and re-post a reply as shown in Figure 5 

2. delete a posted reply, also shown in Figure 5. 

 

The workflow assignment cannot be finalised until all feedback has been responded to.  

 

For questions or support 
If you have questions about this guide or need additional support, please contact the Human 
Research Ethics team on human-ethics@newcastle.edu.au. 
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